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japanese Wonder Knitting | Break the rules. Knit outside the lines! A Iterator Stitch Dictionary takes an unexpected look at stranded colorwork with 200 new motifs. These non-traditional colorwork charts are perfect for the creative knitter looking to break away from the ordinary. Derived from graphic design elements, these fresh motifs include everything from geometric mountains, waves, and spirals to modern bikes, skulls, and dice. Dive into stranded colorwork with confidence with a section on reading charts, working floats, and choosing colors. Learn how stranded colorwork can be used in design with five accompanying projects including mitts, cowls, and sweaters. Plus, use your imagination to modify, deconstruct, and combine the unique motifs to create your own designs. Be inspired to break the rules and use charts in creative ways with a Iterator Stitch Dictionary.

A Iterator Stitch Dictionary Presents basic and complex knitting stitches, each illustrated by a color photograph of a knitted sample swatch.

Vogue Dictionary of Knitting Stitches The ultimate Japanese knitting and crochet stitch bible—now available for English-speaking crafters! 1000 Japanese Knitting & Crochet Stitches is a treasure trove of needlecraft patterns and motifs for knitters and crocheters seeking to create and better understand the infinite variety of their craft. The eclectic compendium of Japanese stitches is finally available to Western audiences! The Japanese reference work—beloved by knitters the world over—and this English version will allow even more crafters to enjoy these techniques. This dictionary includes 700 original knitting stitch patterns and 300 original crochet stitch patterns, and how-to charts showing how to execute over 60 different knitting stitches and over 400 different crochet stitches. Each pattern is charted with a delineation of the pattern repeat. Like Tuttle's other bestselling knitting dictionaries—including Hitomi Shida's Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible—this one includes an introduction by a Japanese knitting guru Gayle Kiohm, which helps non-Japanese knitters navigate the differences between the Japanese and Western styles of knitting and crochet.

Up, Down, All-Around Stitch Dictionary Presents twenty-five years worth of material from the knitting magazine, offers valuable workshops on both beginner and expert knitting techniques, and features tips on the design process.

The Knitting All Around Stitch Dictionary A complete guide to more than 300 knitting stitches, shown in diagrams and photos "Very super stitchesnothing more to say!" Steve Wonder said it all for us. Although we do have a few more words we'd like to get in here. Don't be superstitious, because you can believe in Super Stitches the knitting, the complete pocket guide to knitting stitches and a great how-to-knit guide. A skillful Karen Heningway presents full how-tos for all the essentials of knitting, including choosing needles and yarn, casting on, binding off, increasing and decreasing, creating texture, working with multiple colors, fixing mistakes, and finishing. Then Super Stitches Knitting turns to the stitch patterns—more than 300 of them, all fully explained in how-tos and full-color photos. Instructions and diagrams for each stitch, including knits and purp, vertical motifs, ribbing, borders, dimensional elements, cables, eyelet, lace, color knitting, and more, are shown on leafhand pages, and a photograph of the knitted result is on the right-hand page. This essential book, packed with super stitches, makes knocking on wood, throwing salt, and avoiding black cats completely unnecessary for knitters at every level from beginner to advanced.

Vogue Knitting This "best of" volume celebrates Vogue Knitting's thirtieth anniversary and is a must-have for all knitters at all levels. Whether you are a young or an old knitter, a novice or an expert, one thing remains true: Vogue Knitting magazine is the bible for innovative and inspiring knitted garments. In the past decades, the handcrafted revolution has converted lovers of fashion and young people alike into obsessive knitters. Vogue Knitting, the most respected knitting magazine in the world, has served as an indispensable how-to-guide for knitters. The magazine has featured thousands of patterns in Vogue Knitting and in its launch in 1982 to the present. Reproducing more than eighty full-color patterns by renowned designers such as Marc Jacobs, Tinkie, Oscar dela Renta, and Cynthia Rowley, as well as various legends within the knitting community, this volume combines classic and cutting-edge styles and will remain a timeless and essential book for knitters of all levels and styles. From sweaters to suits, from elegant to edgy, Vogue Knitting features a range of patterns for beginners and experts alike. In essence, this volume embodies what Vogue Knitting has stood for over the past thirty years: inspiration, luxury, creativity, and fashion.

Japanese Knitting Stitches from Tokyo's Kazekobo Studio A comprehensive reference manual of hundreds of stitches is divided into eight categories—knit-purl, crossed and cables, slipped, lace, double, twisted, cast-off, and fancy stitches—and includes an overview of basic knitting information and techniques, easy instructions and 440 full-color photos. Original.

Vogue Knitting the Ultimate Guide for Beginners An essential reference for knitters from novice to expert, this fully illustrated sourcebook is the first of three "stitch dictionaries," to be written by the professionals at Vogue® Knitting. Some 300 stitches are detailed, and hundreds of charts, photographs, and illustrations show you how to understand how to construct each stitch, as well as the ways they can be used in projects. The experts at Vogue® Knitting demonstrate rib stitches such as brioche, herringbone, chevron, and quilted patterns; traveling patterns like parquet, ripple, and diamond stitches; lace, including daisy and wave patterns; and such unusual stitches as eye of lynx, bobble block, peppercorn, and bamboo. The most complete book of its kind, this is the definitive stitch reference!

400 Knitting Stitches Discover knit and purl variations, ribbed patterns, cables, lace, and more in this must-have reference for all knitters. Step-by-step instructions and a full-color photo of a hand-knitted swatch are included for each stitch. More than 360 different stitches are featured includes a wide variety of stitches from easy to advanced, organized by style so you can create unique combinations and designs A lifelong reference for beginner through expert knitters.

The Big Book of Knit Stitches "An essential reference for knitters from novice to expert, this fully illustrated sourcebook is the first of three "stitch dictionaries," to be written by the professionals at Vogue® Knitting. Some 300 stitches are detailed, and hundreds of charts, photographs, and illustrations make it easy to understand how to construct each stitch, as well as the ways they can be used in projects. The experts at Vogue® Knitting demonstrate rib stitches such as brioche, herringbone, chevron, and quilted patterns; traveling patterns like parquet, ripple, and diamond stitches; lace, including daisy and wave patterns; and such unusual stitches as eye of lynx, bobble block, peppercorn, and bamboo. The most complete book of its kind, this is the definitive stitch reference!" -- from the publisher (October 2006).

Japanese Stitches Unraveled Originally released in 1993, Beth Brown-Reinsel's bestseller, Knitting Ganseys, is a classic in the hearts of traditional and modern knitters alike, bringing this historic tradition to your needles for 25 years! This completely revised and expanded version of the perennial bestseller includes hundreds of new photographs, new patterns, and more! This special edition celebrates with new patterns for sweaters in the traditional gansey style as well as new explorations of modern gansey-inspired patterns. Full-color, step-by-step photography walks you through a variety of traditional gansey techniques and construction methods, plus contemporary sources for traditional gansey yarns are shared, making this as vital to your knitting
library as the original.

Ultimate Knit Stitch Bible With excellent illustrations and text, the author gives explanations for every stitch used by needleworkers.

1000 Japanese Knitting & Crochet Stitches Vogue Knitting Lace collects more than 40 lace accessories, shawls, sweaters, and dresses from a range of Vogue Knitting magazines for a diverse collection that will leave knitters breathless. Delicate yet bold, lace is one of knitting's most beloved and beautiful techniques. Diverse in every possible way, this collection includes many different types of projects from a range of skill levels. Fingerless gloves, hats, shawls, pullovers, cardigans, and dresses are all included, varying in complexity from small lace inserts to easy repeats to overall complex patterning. A great collection for both those just starting to dabble with lace and those experienced in the technique, Vogue Knitting Lace packs beauty and value into a stunning package.

60 Quick Knit Blanket Squares Each of these 20 fun projects lets you experiment with color, pattern, design, and technique. "This is another offering in the popular Vogue Knitting on the Go series featuring designs by leading knitwear designers. This volume includes more socks to interest beginning and intermediate knitters. Recommended for public libraries."—Library Journal.

Knit Stitch Dictionary A to Z reference of more than 400 articles on knitting techniques, history and lore is illustrated with color photos, charts, patterns and maps.

Vogue Knitting Stichionary 2 Anyone can knit—and who better to explain the essentials than Vogue Knitting? The magazine's definitive guide to yarn, needles, patterns, and, of course, knitting and purling, features beautiful step-by-step photographs and hand-drawn step-by-step illustrations, Vogue Knitting The Essential Knitting Book is surprisingly easy to navigate with thorough indexing and footnote cross-referencing. From beginners needing to learn the very basics to seasoned knitters wanting a refresher on every knitting technique, every knitter will cherish this guide for years to come.

Knitting Ganseys, Revised and Updated Presents a guide to three hundred knitting stitches, including such patterns as lace, openwork, cable, slip stitch, and textured knit and purl, with information on techniques, symbols and charts, and reading instructions.

Japanese Knitting: Patterns for Sweaters, Scarves and M ore

Vogue Dictionary of Knitting Stitches Embrace the Japanese concept of ma (negative space) with these delicate lace stitches. 280 Japanese Lace Stitches is a fun and informative resource for experienced knitters. This book is filled with a wonderful variety of beautiful, openwork stitch patterns, including leaf patterns, diamonds, circles and waves—perennial favorites that can be applied to every type of project, from sweaters to blankets. With full-color photos and expert explanations of the symbols and patterns, knitters can expand their knowledge of this elegant and classic style. 11 basic projects give you a chance to try some of these patterns right away. These gentle introductions include such accessories as: A stripe-textured shawl A short cowl Handwarmers with a circle pattern A versatile winter hat And more! Japanese knitting guru Gayle Roehm introduces the patterns and explains the ins and outs of Japanese knitting. A handy index allows you to search for patterns by number of steps and stitches required, so you can shop from the intricacy side of the menu. A section on how to knit the symbols takes you step-by-step through the stitches used in this book.

Cables This jam-packed stitch bible begins with a guide to the best tools and equipment, detailed instructions on how to knit, and information on reading stitch diagrams and understanding knitting abbreviations. The stitches are divided into five sections. The first section introduces basic combinations of knit and purl. These two basic stitches can be configured into patterns and constructed into all kinds of fabrics. The second section features cable and aran stitches. These are characterized by a large central panel bordered by varying numbers of side panels on a textural background. For the beginner knitter, lace knitting may seem daunting as it requires a little more technique. However, the sense of accomplishing a simple eyelet will encourage you to attempt and experiment with more complex and challenging effects. The fourth section focuses on colourwork, with most of the designs drawing inspiration from traditional Scottish and Scandinavian patterns knitted using the Fair Isle technique, which uses design repeats and motifs in horizontal and vertical bands, and in small and large panels. Intarsia knitting is a similar technique, though patterns often involve larger blocks of colour and picture motifs. The fifth section concentrates on edgings and trims. From simple yet decorative ribs to intricate lace borders, there is an almost endless variety of edgings. They offer a quick way of turning a plain knitted garment into something supremely stylish. Whether you're a knitting novice who is picking up a pair of needles for the first time, or a seasoned professional with years of experience, you will find inspiration and technical know-how within these pages.

Word count: 60,000

Vogue Knitting Lace Wendy Bernard's groundbreaking reference title Up, Down, All-Around Stitch Dictionary was the first of its kind to provide stitch patterns written for top-down, bottom-up, back-and-forth, and in-the-round constructions—and readers took notice. Now Bernard is back with The Knitting All Around Stitch Dictionary, which picks up where the first volume left off, adding hundreds of new stitch patterns organized similarly by type—knit and purl, textured stitches, ribs, lace, and cable—plus a chapter on mosaic knitting. Each chapter of The Knitting All Around Stitch Dictionary includes a customizable pattern so that knitters can easily swap out stitch patterns to make their own unique knitted items.

Vogue Knitting Socks Two With more than 900 knitting patterns—including 100 that are brand new—covering everything from knit and purl to colourwork, this is the most comprehensive knitting stitch dictionary ever published. A companion volume to Vogue Knitting: The Ultimate Knitting Book, this ultimate stitch dictionary compiles the best of the Vogue Knitting Stichionary series into a single huge and comprehensive volume. More than 900 stitches, including 100 entirely new examples, encompass knit and purl textures, cables, lace, colourwork, edgings, and other original combinations. Pulled from actual patterns that appeared in Vogue Knitting magazines, these stitches come from a range of top designers and are as unique as their creators. Use the patterns as written or break them, combine stitches for beautiful effects, and find inspiration to design your own stitches, garments, and accessories. The patterns feature both text and chart instructions whenever possible to accommodate every learning style. Featuring enhanced photographs, hundreds of additional charts, and an index, Vogue Knitting: The Ultimate Stitch Dictionary is a user-friendly, and an endless source of creativity.

Vogue Knitting Stichionary 2 Anyone can knit—and who better to explain the essentials than Vogue Knitting? The magazine's definitive guide to yarn, needles, patterns, and, of course, knitting and purling, features beautiful step-by-step photographs that teach how to cast on, bind off, and master a collection of stitch patterns. It includes links to video instruction, and more than 20 easy first projects from Vogue Knitting that range from staples like scarves and hats to impressive sweaters.

280 Japanese Lace Stitches Stitch dictionaries are to knitters what Webster's is to a writer. Within the pages of these inspiring reference books are the endless variations of knit and purl stitches that produce the fabrics of all knitting. But in the Up, Down, All-Around Stitch Dictionary, designer Wendy Bernard does something no other author has done before—she presents instructions for working 150 popular stitch patterns four different ways: top down, bottom up, back and forth, and in the round. This hefty collection, ranging from lace and cables to colourwork and fancy edgings, is loaded with beautifully photographed swatches of each pattern, plus charted and text instructions. To showcase the stitch patterns in action, Bernard also includes instructions for eight garments as well as her famous formulas for knitting garments without a pattern. This is an invaluable go-to resource, sure to inspire legions of knitters to use stitch patterns in new and exciting ways. 
Vogue Knitting Quick Reference In the Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible knitting guru Hitomi Shida shares some of her favorite needlework patterns. Shida's strikingly original designs and variations on every imaginable classic stitch result in intricate patterns that form the basis for beautiful and unique knitted fashions. This is the perfect book for the experienced knitter who is looking for new stitches that yield spectacular results! This Japanese knitting book features a wide range of rewarding and intricate stitches including: cable, popcorn stitches, twisted stitches, and many more. A set of detailed, step-by-step diagrams show you how to execute all the basic stitches, stitch variations, and diagrams for a series of small projects offers practical working with large patterns, lacy patterns, pattern arrangement and round yokes among other things. The knitting projects include: A classic hat made using large patterns An elegant scarf in lacy patterns The ever-popular fingerless mittens Thick socks that can be made using various patterns A feminine collar using round stitching And much more! Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible represents a whole new adventure for knitters and is sure to become a valued reference for beginning knitters and experts alike.

Big Book of Knitting Stitch Patterns 250 Japanese Knitting Stitches contains the original collection of knitting stitches first published by Hitomi Shida in 1996. Copies of the original Japanese edition have been jealously coveted by knitters around the world, and now Tuttle Publishing brings you this classic in English for the first time! Hitomi Shida's previous work, the Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible was released by Tuttle in October 2017 and has already been purchased (and tested) by thousands of avid knitters who are thrilled to discover a treasure trove of elegant and intricate new patterns. 250 Japanese Knitting Stitches was Hitomi Shida's first effort and, like its successor, is filled with her highly original and beautiful designs and variations on knitting classics. Translated and introduced by veteran knitting instructor Gayle Rohm, the best-known teacher of Japanese knitting in America. Rohm guides knitters through the particulars of the patterns and explains how to execute the stitches. This knitting reference book features the following: Stitches designed for borders and edgings Beautiful cable stitches, both simple and elaborate Elegant popcorn stitches from fine to bold M ultiple variations on individual patterns Shida's finished projects are a work to behold and accomplished knitters will brave even the most daunting of stitch patterns to create them. Filled with 250 distinctive and inventive patterns—with a stitch diagram and photo for each pattern—this highly anticipated book is destined to be on every knitter's bookshelf.

Vogue Dictionary of Crochet Stitches A colorful go-to reference for all knitters featuring 250 essential knitting designs. Get ready to spice up your knitting! Every knitter needs a good stitch dictionary, and this volume is perfect for new and experienced knitters alike. Knit Stitch Dictionary offers 250 knit stitches, from simple knit/purl combos to fancy textured, color, and lace stitch patterns. Knowing that not every knitter works in the same way, this indispensable guide has both written and charted instructions that clearly explain how to knit each stitch. The book is divided into sections including instructions for colourwork patterns, with 60 beautiful patterns that span all skill levels and include knit and purrl textures, cables, lace, and unique stitches; sample color combinations, a range of blanket sizes, a variety of edgings, and several different patterns. With this Japanese knitting book, experienced knitters and newbies alike will find the inspiration and patterns to create unique and beautiful designs. Over 150 illustraions show you everything from the difference between a toque and a beret to how-to information on increase and decrease stitches. The Knitter's Dictionary provides an expert knitting instructor in the palm of your hand—anywhere, anytime! With this book in your knitting bag, you'll always have a go-to resource for when inspiration strikes. Knitting is an art, but the Knitting Dictionary is just the tool you need to make it enjoyable and fun.

Vogue Knitting Very Easy Sweaters Provides crafters of all skill levels with fifty sweater patterns from some of the knitting industry's most popular designers, including Cathy Carron, Louisa Harding, and Tom Scott. From timeless classics to contemporary interpretations, these patterns offer instructions for cardigans, sweaters, and accessories with techniques and techniques for working with various types of wool, cotton, and other yarns. These patterns are perfect for beginners as well as those with more experience. With this knitting book, you'll have everything you need to create beautiful and stylish sweaters that are sure to be a hit! These patterns are perfect for those who want to try knitting for the first time, or those who want to expand their collection of sweaters. The book includes instructions for casting on, knitting, and finishing, as well as tips for choosing the right yarn and gauge. Whether you're a beginner or an experienced knitter, this book has something for everyone.

Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible Presents over 250 basic and complex knitting stitches, each illustrated by a color photograph of a knitted swatch. This Japanese knitting book features the following: Stitches designed for borders and edgings Beautiful cable stitches, both simple and elaborate Elegant popcorn stitches from fine to bold M ultiple variations on individual patterns Shida's finished projects are a work to behold and accomplished knitters will brave even the most daunting of stitch patterns to create them. Filled with 250 distinctive and inventive patterns—with a stitch diagram and photo for each pattern—this highly anticipated book is destined to be on every knitter's bookshelf. The Knitter's Dictionary With a modular and fully customizable approach to knitting blankets, 60 Quick Knit Blanket Squares provides 60 patterns for endless possibilities. Don't just knit the same blanket everyone else is making. Create your own one-of-a-kind designs with 60 Quick Knit Blanket Squares! With 60 beautiful patterns that span all skill levels and include knit and purrl textures, cables, lace, and unique stitches; sample color combinations, a range of blanket sizes, a variety of edgings, and several different patterns. With this Japanese knitting book, experienced knitters and newbies alike will find the inspiration and patterns to create unique and beautiful designs. Over 150 illustraions show you everything from the difference between a toque and a beret to how-to information on increase and decrease stitches. The Knitter's Dictionary provides an expert knitting instructor in the palm of your hand—anywhere, anytime! With this book in your knitting bag, you'll always have a go-to resource for when inspiration strikes. Knitting is an art, but the Knitting Dictionary is just the tool you need to make it enjoyable and fun.

Edgings Japanese stitch patterns are eye-catching and much sought after by devotees, but before now, they often seemed out of reach, whether locked behind Japanese or instructions tangled up in difficult-to-decipher illustrations. Japanese Stitches Unravel offers 150 rare patterns inspired by these elusive and intricate Japanese stitch designs, along with fully illustrated charts, familiar symbols, and clear instructions for every single stitch. Each stitch pattern receives Bernard's unique four-direction makeover—topdown, bottom-up, back-and-forth, and in-the-round. To showcase the knitting in action, Bernard also includes instructions for six garments as well as six unique formulas for Japanese patterns. The Knitter's Dictionary A knitting and crochet dictionary including 60 patterns for endless possibilities. Don't just knit the same blanket everyone else is making. Create your own one-of-a-kind designs with 60 Quick Knit Blanket Squares! With 60 beautiful patterns that span all skill levels and include knit and purrl textures, cables, lace, and unique stitches; sample color combinations, a range of blanket sizes, a variety of edgings, and several different patterns. With this Japanese knitting book, experienced knitters and newbies alike will find the inspiration and patterns to create unique and beautiful designs. Over 150 illustraions show you everything from the difference between a toque and a beret to how-to information on increase and decrease stitches. The Knitter's Dictionary provides an expert knitting instructor in the palm of your hand—anywhere, anytime! With this book in your knitting bag, you'll always have a go-to resource for when inspiration strikes. Knitting is an art, but the Knitting Dictionary is just the tool you need to make it enjoyable and fun.

Iris Schreier's Reversible Knits Create versatile wardrobe essentials with these chic new Japanese knitting patterns. Iris Schreier, one of Japan's most innovative and talented knitters, shares her latest designs in this book. From a wide range of designs, including cable, lace, and cable combinations, to patterns with intricate details, Iris Schreier has created a collection of stunning garments that are perfect for any occasion. Whether you are a beginning knitter or an experienced one, this book will inspire you to create beautiful and unique designs. The Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible knitting guru Hitomi Shida shares some of her favorite needlework patterns. Shida's strikingly original designs and variations on every imaginable classic stitch result in intricate patterns that form the basis for beautiful and unique knitted fashions. This is the perfect book for the experienced knitter who is looking for new stitches that yield spectacular results! This Japanese knitting book features a wide range of rewarding and intricate stitches including: cable, popcorn stitches, twisted stitches, and many more. A set of detailed, step-by-step diagrams show you how to execute all the basic stitches, stitch variations, and diagrams for a series of small projects offers practical working with large patterns, lacy patterns, pattern arrangement and round yokes among other things. The knitting projects include: A classic hat made using large patterns An elegant scarf in lacy patterns The ever-popular fingerless mittens Thick socks that can be made using various patterns A feminine collar using round stitching And much more! Japanese Knitting Stitch Bible represents a whole new adventure for knitters and is sure to become a valued reference for beginning knitters and experts alike.

The Best of Vogue Knitting Magazine This exciting new Japanese stitch dictionary is from popular designer Yoko Hatta—the founder and driving force behind the Kazekobo Studio. Though this is her first book in English, her work already has an...
extensive following in Western countries—more than 1,000 of her designs can be seen on Ravelry.com. Hatta is one of several Japanese knitters whose patterns and designs have sparked an explosion of interest in Japanese knitting techniques and aesthetics around the world. Her work in knitwear design spans more than thirty years, and knitters love her modern-yet-timeless, fun-yet-classy styles. This book presents her 200 favorite Kazekobo stitch patterns—a delightful selection of multipurpose knit-and-purl, lace, cable, A ran and rib & twist stitches in solids and motifs. Sample projects give knitters a chance to practice Hatta’s techniques. These include: M ini mufflers using knit-and-purl stitches A cozy scallop-edged scarf using lace stitches A beautifully textured pair of mittens using cable and A ran stitches A stylish and sturdy pair of two-tone socks using rib and twist stitches Experienced knitters will find a wealth of unique patterns just waiting to be brought to life. A guide to the basic symbols shows how to knit the stitches, step-by-step. Originally published in Japanese by Nihon Vogue, whose books have brought the designs of artists such as Hitomi Shida, Keiko Okamoto and others to knitters around the world, this book will be a much-anticipated addition to every knitter’s library.

Crochet Japanese Wonder Knitting offers the perfect foray into the techniques and application of Japanese-style knitting. Japanese knitting dictionaries have quickly become the favorite go-to reference for experienced knitters all around the world, and Japanese Wonder Knitting takes this trend a step further, giving step-by-step lessons in executing classic stitches the Japanese way. Like its companion volume, Japanese Wonder Crochet, this book introduces needleworkers to a whole new approach to classic stitches such as bubble stitches, herringbone, cockleshell, cables, smocking, entrelac and more. A swatch pattern is provided for each stitch to help knitters learn the mechanics of the stitch before applying them to larger projects. The personal and home accessory projects included provide something for every level of time commitment. A total of 23 projects are presented in this book, including: Cozy hats and neckwear Head bands for warmth and style Beautiful clutches and bags An amazing entrelac stitch shawl Clever boot liners/ankle warmers And so much more! A n introduction by Japanese knitting expert Gayle Roehm explains the stitch charts as well as the differences and similarities between Japanese and Western styles of knitting. A guide to stitch symbols and extensive lessons provide visual guidance. With this book and a little practice, knitters who love Japanese knitwear and patterns will be ready to try their hand at the many wonderful fashions and home goods so many Western knitters love to make.

The Knit Stitch Pattern Handbook Presents over five hundred and fifty basic and complex knitting stiches, which can be used to alter store-bought patterns or produce original designs.

Super Stitches Knitting Presents basic and complex knitting stiches, each illustrated by a color photograph of a knitted sample swatch.

250 Japanese Knitting Stitches Shows knitters how to use six key techniques to make reversible patterns.